ArtTable’s Annual Benefit & Award Ceremony
Friday, April 8, 2022 | 12PM | Capitale | 130 Bowery | New York
VIP Event, Thursday, April 7, TBD

___ Yes, I would like to be part of the Host Committee at the following level
___ I cannot attend, but would like to support ArtTable and this year’s honorees with a contribution of $__________.
___ I would like to purchase an advertisement to be shown at the benefit

**Host Committee Ticket Levels**

___ **Fellowship Program Supporter | Diamond | $25,000**
- Named support of one ArtTable Fellowship
- Premier table for 10 at Benefit, 10 tickets to VIP reception
- Acknowledgement in Fellowship press release and listing on Impact webpage
- Premier recognition on Benefit listings and spoken recognition at Benefit
- Opportunity to send dedicated e-blast to ArtTable membership
- Provides one Benefit ticket for a past or current ArtTable Fellow

___ **Mentorship Supporter | Ruby | $20,000**
- Premier table for 10 at Benefit, 10 tickets to VIP reception
- Premier recognition on Benefit listings and spoken recognition at Benefit
- Opportunity to send dedicated e-blast to ArtTable membership
- Provides one Mentorship ticket for an emerging professional in the field

___ **New Leadership Supporter | Platinum | $15,000**
- Prime table for 10 at Benefit, 10 tickets to VIP reception
- Premier recognition on Benefit listings
- Opportunity to send dedicated e-blast to ArtTable membership
- Provides one Mentorship ticket for an emerging professional in the field

___ **Gold Supporter | $10,000**
- Preferred table for 10 at Benefit, five tickets to VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit listings
- Provides one Mentorship ticket for an emerging professional in the field

___ **Silver Supporter | $7,500**
- Priority table for 10 at Benefit, two tickets to VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit listings

___ **Bronze Supporter | $5,000**
- Table for 10 at Benefit, two tickets to VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit webpage

___ **Leadership Ticket | $3,000**
- Two tickets to Benefit and VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit webpage

___ **Executive Ticket | $1,000**
- One ticket to Benefit, two tickets to VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit webpage

___ **Friend Ticket | $550**
- One ticket to Benefit and VIP reception
- Recognition on Benefit webpage

*For more single ticket options, please visit our website.*

**Advertisement Levels**

___ **Premier Video Ad | $2,000 Member | $2,200 Non Member**
- Five-second video ad to be played at the benefit and networking event
- Inclusion in dedicated e-blast to ArtTable members
- 16:9 aspect ratio; .mp4 format

___ **Priority Screen Ad | $700 Member | $800 Non Member**
- Three-second screen priority ad at the benefit and networking event
- Inclusion in dedicated e-blast to ArtTable members
- 16:9 aspect ratio; .jpg or .pdf format

___ **Classic Screen Ad | $400 Member | $500 Non Member**
- Three-second ad at the benefit
- Inclusion in dedicated e-blast to ArtTable members
- 16:9 aspect ratio; .jpg or .pdf format
Payment Information
Purchase your Host Committee ticket or advertisement through our website or by submitting your payment information below and returning in the provided envelope.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
NAME AS YOU WISH TO BE LISTED

___ MAILED CHECK ___ VISA ___ MASTERCARD ___ AMEX

_____________________________________________________________________________________
NAME ON CARD CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE CVC

_____________________________________________________________________________________
BILLING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

_____________________________________________________________________________________
EMAIL PHONE